1. **Architectural Design:**
Examining the fourth floor of the Middle School to learn about the requirements and constraints for its upcoming renovation.

2. **Behind the Scenes:**
Studying the behind the scenes work of major performing venues in NYC.

3. **Carpentry and Woodworking:**
Students will engage in a hands-on introduction to basic carpentry and woodworking at a wood studio.

4. **Elements of Magic:**
Students will partake in a variety of hands-on activities where they learn and perfect magic tricks.

5. **Famous Sports Stadiums*:**
Looking at the history and famous events that have taken place at three famous New York City stadiums.

6. **Film of the Year:**
Students will choose a topic of interest that can be actively researched and captured in a documentary film.

7. **Inspired by Art:**
Students will visit museums and art galleries (and possibly a studio), where they will discover artwork that is exciting and will inspire them to write creatively.

8. **Law and Order*:**
Students will explore criminal law and visit a local courthouse, and will apply what they learned working and participating in the legal process.

9. **Mindfulness and Meditation*:**
Students will experience tranquil spaces, meet spiritual guides and meditation experts, and connect to self and community through active movement and quiet stillness.

10. **Money and Investing*:**
Students will learn about money and investing, and understand how to make smart choices about money.

11. **Museum Tours:**
Students will have in-depth tours of famous museum collections as they learn the basics of studying museum art.

12. **Neighborhood Explorations*:**
Students will embark on a cultural exploration of three neighborhood communities within New York City.

13. **The Art of DJing:**
Students will learn the historical and cultural exploration of DJing through the decades, learn the basics of DJing and have an opportunity for hands-on practice to create their own mixes on professional equipment.

14. **The Entertainment Beat:**
Students will experience what it’s like to be a cultural critic, tackling the art of writing critiques on restaurant, music, and art experiences throughout the city.

15. **The Reel World of Recorded Music*:**
Students will explore the history and science of recorded sound to present day applications, including music for cd production, motion pictures, and television.

16. **The Science of Baking:**
Students will learn how baking works – examining the amazing science behind their favorite baked goods.

*denotes a course repeated from last year
## Middle School Winter Session Groups 2014-2015

### Architectural Design
- Mrs. Dorfman, Ms. Hill, Mr. Benedis-Grab
- Anya Forssten 8
- Lily Jensen 8
- Zach Garfield 8
- Samuel Levit 7
- Tom Story 8
- Delia Barnett 7
- Annabel Barnett 7
- Maddie Gunnel 7
- Grace Warner-Haakmat 7
- Christina Young 7
- Eli Harrell 7
- Jordan Renville 7
- Annabel Klein 6
- Fira Lange 6
- Maddy Penalver 6
- Lucy Anderson 5
- Nathalie Perra 5
- Marie Protos 5
- Winslow Rock 5
- Lucie Wolf 5
- Sam Donohoe 5
- Monty Gunnel 5
- James Perfittner 5
- Gabriel Thin 5
- Owen Yaggi 5

### Inspired by Art
- Ms. Levine, Ms. Moore
- Lucy Bernstein 7
- Avery Fingleton 7
- Kate Harvey 7
- Sarai Priddin 6
- Jack Doyle 6
- Joe Glusker 6
- Luke Leicht 6
- Gallo Patel 6
- Lola Fortune 5
- Cate Lambert 5
- Molly Malbon 5
- Talia Zucker 5

### The Science of Baking
- Ms. Gurreri, Mr. Siletti
- Lily Bradshaw 7
- Jolie Krebs 7
- Hidley Talbot 6
- Lea Wong 6
- Jack Healey 6
- Aarion Valley 6
- Olivia Bokhshia 5
- Dana Hillebrecht 5
- Whitney Miller 5
- Larkin Petersen 5
- Nathalie Priddin 5
- Naaz Valvari 5
- Joe French 5
- Amit Lowe 5
- Cole McBeth 5
- Jake Schlein 5

### The Entertainment Beat
- Ms. Nails, Ms. Schwartzburg
- Genesis Andrade 8
- Zoe Davidson 8
- Charlotte Drake-Dunn 8
- Abbey Flamm 8
- Jessie Gross 8
- Christina Leonard 8
- Hannah Raykar 8
- Satya Shetgel-Gomes 8
- Olivia Wesley 8
- Silas Rock 8
- Max Yashar 8
- Anika Buder-Greenwood 7
- Julian Saikoff 7
- Violet Chehmeloff 6
- Adda Jones 6
- Amelia Killackey 6
- Apple Lydon 6
- Carly Mraz 6
- Jacob Kadr 6

### Behind the Scenes
- Ms. Agius, Ms. Stocker, Ms. White, Mr. Rapciak
- Emma Dieterich 8
- Eleanor Happy 8
- Sarah Burn 7
- Pilar Bylinsky 7
- Amalya Cleland 7
- Cecilia Ehrlichman 7
- Tala Hartman-Sigal 7
- Caroline Seymour 7
- Daisy Zuckerman 7
- Olivia Caplin 6
- Sofia Caracciolli 6
- Sophie Germain 6
- Sara Gerson 5
- Louise Wad 6
- Amadi Williams 6
- Isabel Arroyo 5
- Vivian Friedman 5
- Anna Griffin 5
- Avery Russell 5
- Alex Bournin 5
- Charlie Michaelis 5
- Charlie Therese 5

### Carpentry & Wordwording
- Ms. Oster, Ms. York, Ms. Kirdahl
- Olivia Chinitz 8
- Clementine Jacobs 8
- Grace Seymour 8
- Alex Bernhard 7
- Henry Freedman 8
- Greg Kosoy 8
- Henry Sommerby 8
- Olivia Furman 7
- Jessie Richman 7
- Zachary Redhead-Lecente 7
- India Breed 7
- Mackenzie Burrell 7
- Sophie Marcus-Wade 6
- Nola Sloan 6
- Daniel Biro 6
- Gigi Belynks 5
- Blue Ettienne-Gay 5
- Olivia Rosas 5
- Dylan Glover 5
- Elliot Kwon 5

### Famous Sports Venues
- Mr. Ruck, Mr. Domanico, Ms. Barrow, Mr. Pierre
- Zaniam Allard 8
- Kye Davis 8
- Matthew Dolan 8
- Ava Horn 8
- Julian Januorena 8
- Sophia Partow 7
- Will Zygmuntowicz 8
- Zach Arroyo 7
- Blair Chase 7
- Sarah George 7
- Henry Ingrassia 7
- Justin Joseph 7
- Nathan Lebowitz 7
- Faridat Salami 7
- Luca Biro 6
- Luke Boyer 6
- Nolan Casey 6
- Aaron Gallivan 6
- Sydney Grebner 6
- Ari Horwitz 7
- Emma Kearney 6
- Gabby Prieto 6
- Abe Rothstein 8
- Jordana Sampson 6
- Lauren Scroggs 6
- John Wallace 6
- Caterina Bournin 5
- Graham Field 5
- Henry Guzman Mitchell 5
- Simon Horowitz 5
- Andrew McKnight 5
- Isabel Mina 5
- Abigail Penalver 5

### Neighborhood Explorations
- Mr. Levitt, Mr. Kliefert, Ms. Britt
- Lily Davy 8
- Maya Goodwin 8
- Siobhan Harvey 8
- Jing-Jing Knaeble 7
- Noelle Parks 8
- Eli Manier 8
- Willis Gilbert-Goldstein 7
- Zoe Gordon 7
- Ruby Harris 7
- Ruby Kopel 7
- Sydney Khambhu 7
- Noor Vallanini 7
- Peter Cembalest 7
- Alexi Judge 7
- Malcolm Spencer 5
- Mele Buice 6
- Julia Latham 6
- Kyna Silverstein 6
- Ethan Friedman 6
- Aaron Peters 6
- Edward Coe 6
- Avery Gilbert-Goldstein 5
- Sol James-Deans 5
- Jun Reiss 5

### Film of the Year
- Ms. Mendez, Mr. Dailey, Ms. Huang
- Sandra Redjali 8
- Olivia Wallack 8
- Andres Antonio 8
- Kaylie Hartlin 6
- Maya Judge 6
- Sam Davidson 6
- Max Geisboehler 6
- Charlie Morris 7
- Joe Tramontin 6
- Ethan Wiesberg 6
- Lily Chee 5
- Toby Petersen 5
- Sadie Sadler 5

### Law and Order
- Sr. Lizcano, Mr. Thomas
- Grace Luckett 8
- Charlie Dalton 8
- Jonathan Nicastro 8
- Elizabeth Deegan 7
- Josh Epstein 7
- Dian Fineman 8
- Xavier Guama 7
- Alec Kyritis 7
- Jet Pine 7
- Cooper Williamson 7
- Leo Zolberg 7
- Matthew Berg 5
- Ben Grossman 5
- Julian Hartman-Sigal 5
- Isaac Hinton 5
- Everett Miller 5
- Leo Raykar 5
- Eli Weinberger 5

### Mindfulness & Meditation
- Ms. Jennings, Ms. Grunebaum
- Caroline Arerna 8
- Sascha Lewit 8
- Caleb Scheckern 8
- Dante Montanopietro 7
- Jack Pilson 7
- Owen Shottis 7
- Carter Weaver 7
- Sasha Pavlik 7
- Zoe Sloan 6
- Many Rives Foxles 5
- Naomi Jaroslaw 5
- Frankie Kornar 5
- Sophie Lesser 5
- Alexander Economakis 7
- Spencer Fineman 5

### Money & Investing
- Ms. Krebs, Ms. Alpert
- Emma DiNapoli 8
- Scott Abramowitz 8
- Nico Candido 8
- Evan Chen 8
- Ethan Petersen 8
- Bothi Becker 7
- Mark Gazzemo 7
- Ethan Glover 7
- Max Grossman 7
- Alex Hermer 7
- Miles Kern 7
- Ben Nicastro 7

### Museum Tours
- Ms. Kalmann, Ms. Greene
- Isola Bobadilla 7
- Evie Fabricant 7
- Simone Menard-Irvine 6
- Audrey Taptiz 7
- Elliott Chang 6
- Alex Kleftodimos Smith 7
- Rebecca Drake-Dunn 5
- Grace Oberfell 5
- Liam Compton 5
- Owen Oliver-Carter 5

### The Reel World of Recording
- Mr. Riggio, Mr. Udden
- Mal Hong Bloom 8
- Esme Ostrowitz-Levine 8
- Rory Dolan 8
- True Miller 8
- Ed Passer 8
- Lorelei Stackello Jones 8
- Sebastian Atlas 7
- Tristan Kurzle 7
- Graham Hall-Kesough 6

### The Art of DJing
- Ms. Gleeson, Ms. Rohrbach
- Hannah Goncer 8
- Saskia Grisan 8
- Asher Bank 8
- Jack-Henry Kent 8
- Luke Silver 8
- Sacha Sloan 8
- Luke Van Horn 8
- Clark Vines 8
- Lark Enaart 7
- Clare French 7
- Amina Stern 7
- Sarah Yankauer 7
- Stephanie De Brechand 7
- Dylan Ng 7
- Henry Baird 6
- James Ewan 6